
CHRISTU JYOTHI CONVENT SR.SEC SCHOOL,BARAUT  

                Class- III             Subject- English II  

                   Lesson- 7        A Gift of the King 

 

Answer the following questions:-  

1.Where was the village located? 

Ans. The village was located close to the Wular Lake in 

Kashmir. 

2.Why the people of the village didn’t need to go 

anywhere? 

Ans. The people grew their own food and spun their 

own cloth. So they didn’t need to go anywhere.  

3.What did the stranger give to the villagers before 

leaving? 

Ans. The stranger gave the villagers a silver coin before 

leaving.  

4.What did the villagers do with the present? 

Ans. The villagers decided to gift the present to the 

king. 

5.How did the king react when he found the present 

missing? 



The king was very angry and ordered the villagers to be 

imprisoned.  

Reference to the context:- 

1.Once a stranger--------------------------- to the village 

chief.  

(a)What was special about the gift? 

Ans. The villagers had never used a coin before. So the 

coin was of great significance to them. 

(b)Whose picture was on the silver coin? 

Ans. The silver coin had the picture of a king’s head on 

it. 

(c)Had the villagers seen such a present before? 

Ans. No, the villagers hadn’t seen such a present 

before.  

2.We have bought --------------------------take us to him. 

(a)Who said these words, and to whom? 

Ans. The village chief said these words to the guards.  

(b)Why did they want to meet the king? 

Ans. They wanted to meet the king to give him a 

present.  

(c)What present did they bring for the king? 



Ans. They brought a silver coin as a present for the 

king. 

3.What happened---------------------------- finally asked. 

(a)Who said these  words, and to whom? 

Ans. The king said these words to the villagers.  

(b)Why did he say these words? 

The gift which the villagers had brought was missing. 

So he said these words.  

(c)What reply did he get? 

Ans. The village chief replied that he and other villagers 

had no idea where the gift was. He said that it might 

have fallen somewhere while it was being brought. 

                                     BOOKWORK  
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Choose the synonym for the word in italics from the 

given options:-  

1.Rana is a fast runner. 

(a)quick●             (b)slow           (c)energetic          (d)calm  

2.Do you think I am stupid? 

(a)dumb●             (b)intelligent      (c)brilliant        (d)fast 

3.This toy is inexpensive.  



(a)cheap●           (b)overpriced        (c)costly        (d)good  

4.I require three big boxes. 

(a)need●           (b)threw                  (c)found       (d)got 

5.He has a big house. 

(a)small             (b)tiny                     (c)large●        (d)great 

 

A.Replace the nouns with personal pronouns. One hhas 

been done for you.  

1.Rani and Megha went to the fair. They went to the 

fair. 

2.Alex is eating a candy. He is eating a candy.  

3.Bob, Angela and I are going to watch a movie. We are 

going to watch a movie.  

4.The lion went towards the forest. It went towards the 

forest.  

5.Priyanka is sleeping. She is sleeping.  
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B.Fill in the blanks with correct possessive pronoun. 

One has been done for you.  

1.Those socks belong to him. These socks are his. 

2.This pencil belongs to me. This pencil is mine. 



3.That kitten belongs to my sister and me. That kitten 

is ours. 

4.These shoes belong to her. Those shoes are hers. 

5.That farmhouse belongs to them. That farmhouse is 

theirs. 

6.This ball belongs to him. The ball is his. 
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C. Correct the following sentences by putting 

apostrophes. One has been done for you.  

1.Saras mother is baking a cake. 

Sara's mother is baking a cake.  

2.I have lost Johns pencils.  

I have lost John's pencils.  

3.Amits bag was left behind.  

Amit's bag was left behind. 

4.The dogs bark is very loud. 

The dog's bark is very loud. 

5.Please look for Abhas doll. 

Please look for Abha's doll. 

6.Neels father has a blue car. 

Neel's father has a blue car. 
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Listen to this passage,’Horrid Henry Eats a Vegetable’. 

As you listen, complete the following sentences. 

1.String Beans got stuck in Henry's throat. 

2.Peter took several beans and popped them in his 

mouth.  

3.Henry pretended to swallow the beans because he 

wanted to go to Gobble and Go. 

4.Henry threw the beans into Peter’s plate. 

5.Henry wanted to eat at Gobble and Go. 

6.Perfect Peter’s plate got filled with string beans 

because Henry threw the beans into it. 

 


